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Brazilian artist Lygia Clark (1920-88) was committed to a highly personal and tactile encounter with 

sculpture that sought to break the distinction between spectator and artwork. Her work consists of a 

set of actions, articulations and reflections that increasingly involved the body. Lygia Clark: Organic 

Planes offers a close study of a single work from 1960, ‘Bicho pássaro do espaço’ (‘Creature passing 

through space’), contextualised by a series of collages made in 1957. Until the end of October an 

architectural scale sculpture, ‘Arquitetura fantástica’ (‘Fantastic architecture’, 1963/2013), is on 

display at Henry Moore’s former home and studios in Perry Green, rural Hertfordshire.  

 

Clark had a constant practice of writing. In 1954 she wrote of discovering the ‘organic line’, a 

continuous field built on relationships. ‘Planos em superfície modulada’ (‘Planes in modulated 

surface’) use geometry to test the limits of the frame, revealing processes of folding and cutting, and 

twisting the plane into organic, three-dimensional space.  In 1960 Clark moved the plane from the 

wall to the hand with the ‘Bichos’, a series that would occupy her until 1963.  

 

In the process of making the ‘Bichos’, Clark moved from balsa wood study, to maquette, and then to 

final work, which was made by instruction using a particular material and scaled to a specific size. 

Her intention was for the ‘Bichos’ to be handled by the visitor and rearranged into different 

configurations. The various stages in the process can be seen here in Gallery 4, while at Perry Green 

‘Fantastic architecture’ shows the enlargement of the maquette to a scale impossible within Clark’s 

own lifetime, where the body literally enters the work. This prefigures Clark's innovative non-object 

thinking, drawing on all of the senses, that was to inform the next twenty-five years of her practice. 

 

Today the ‘Bichos’ are complex objects to display. Unless they are reproductions made specifically 

for exhibition they can no longer be manipulated, raising a key question with tactile sculpture: how 



 
 
 
does it operate once the work passes into art history? Clark was always less interested in the object 

than in the temporal encounter, an act that is full of engagement: during her lifetime this encounter 

would take place in the exhibition space, but today the decision as to where the ‘Bicho’ sits has 

already been taken by the curator.  

 

On 26 November a Study Day, Sculpture Creatures, invites Michael Asbury (Chelsea School of Art), 

Cornelia Butler (Hammer Museum), Briony Fer (University College London) and artist Richard 

Deacon to discuss Clark’s work, with the proceedings to be published in January 2015.  

 

Until 19 October Lygia Clark: Organic Planes is accompanied by Gego. Line as Object in Galleries 

1, 2 & 3. Like Clark, Gego used the term ‘bicho’ for her work, choosing this word over ‘sculpture’. 

From 10 November The Event Sculpture extends Clark’s idea of art in the present tense, inviting nine 

artists to present ‘event sculptures’ outside the Institute building on alternate Mondays. 

 

 

List of works: 

 

Planos em superficie modulada  
Planes in modulated surface 
1957 
Collage, cardboard 
 
Courtesy the Estate of Lygia Clark, Rio de Janeiro and Alison Jacques Gallery, London 
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Bicho pássaro do espaço (study) 
Creature passing through space (study) 
1960 
Balsa wood, adhesive tape, graphite 
 
Courtesy the Estate of Lygia Clark, Rio de Janeiro and Alison Jacques Gallery, London 
 
 
Bicho pássaro do espaço (maquette) 
Creature passing through space (maquette) 
1960 
Aluminium 
 
Courtesy the Estate of Lygia Clark, Rio de Janeiro and Alison Jacques Gallery, London 
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The Henry Moore Institute is a world-recognised centre for the study of sculpture in the heart of 
Leeds. An award-winning exhibitions venue, research centre, library and sculpture archive, the 
Institute hosts a year-round programme of exhibitions, conferences and lectures, as well as developing 
research and publications, to expand the understanding and scholarship of historical and 
contemporary sculpture. The Institute is a part of The Henry Moore Foundation, which was set up by 
Moore in 1977 to encourage appreciation of the visual arts, especially sculpture. 
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